AFTERCARE

WHY RISK IT WHEN YOU CAN PROTECT IT
WITH THE JOHN CLARK MOTOR GROUP
VEHICLE PROTECTION PRODUCTS.

AFTERCARE

VEHICLE PROTECTION
PRODUCTS
FROM JOHN CLARK MOTOR GROUP

VEHICLE PROTECTION PRODUCTS
Nobody knows what tomorrow may bring.
That’s why it’s better to be prepared for any surprises that pop
up along the way. Here at John Clark Motor Group, we have
four aftercare products that will keep your vehicle protected
against whatever life has in store.

PAINT & INTERIOR
PROTECTION
Maintain the showroom shine of your vehicle with a long-lasting
treatment that repels dirt and road salt, and keeps it looking like new.
It creates a tough, protective shield for your paintwork, improving
resistance to sun fading, scratches and environmental contaminants
such as bird lime. In addition, we also have treatments for glass and
upholstery, offering protection from everyday wear and tear, those
inevitable spillages and pet hair.
Professionally applied at the dealership, it locks in colour and provides
a deep, glossy finish for paintwork that’s easier to clean, with a
lifetime guarantee that means there’s no need to polish to maintain
the showroom shine. When applied onto interior carpets, upholstery
and leather, it protects against marks and unsightly stains. Whether
that’s food, drink or dye from your clothing. A windscreen coating also
improves wet weather visibility. Keep that new car feeling inside and out
for the lifetime of your ownership. Guaranteed.

GAP
INSURANCE

SMART COVER
INSURANCE

Should your vehicle be involved in an accident which results in it being
written off by your insurer, you could be seriously out of pocket!

Wouldn’t it be a shame if the no claims bonus you had built
up over many years was lost due to a minor scratch or dent
on the bodywork?

This happens when the cost of repairing it outweighs its market value.
Our Guaranteed Asset Protection cover bridges the gap between
the original price you paid for the vehicle and the insurance payout.
Furthermore, it will pay off any outstanding finance you may have at the
that time, leaving you free to buy a replacement vehicle hassle-free and
with total peace of mind.

TYRE & ALLOY WHEEL
INSURANCE

With our smart repair insurance, your vehicle can remain
in optimum condition without you having to make needless
insurance claims.
Simply process your claim and arrange the repair via the
Smart Cover App as soon as it’s happened and we’ll do the
rest. Before you know it, a fully trained bodywork technician
will be out to carry out the Smart repair at your home or
work at a time that suits you.
It’s a clever way of carrying out localised repairs, without the
need to repaint an entire panel. It’s also much quicker too.
And all repairs are guaranteed for the lifetime of ownership.

We all know how easy it can be to kerb an alloy,
or damage a tyre after hitting a pothole.
Tyre and alloy insurance covers you for unlimited puncture
repairs and the like for like replacement of up to five tyres to keep
you on the move, as well as 10 alloy wheel refurbishments. You
have invested in those wheels, so why not keep your car looking
its best whilst maximising its resale value? The protection also
extends to cover malicious damage, so should you suffer the
misfortune of having your tyres slashed, you won’t need to worry
about the expense of replacement – we’ve got it covered.

Get smart, and get Smart Cover.

